Join the painting party and raise money for Color Collections 2021. Share your work with us!
Skeleton and cast of a humpback whale in the South Hall of the United States National Museum, c. 1881. Smithsonian Institution Archives, Record Unit 95, Image no. SIA_000095_B43_F01_011.

Original Image:
Page 152 of

*Die entwicklung der modernen buchkunst in Deutschland*

1901.

https://library.si.edu/digital-library/book/dieentwicklungd00grau
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Original Image:
Page 252 of
*Keramic Studio, Volume 5*
1904.

https://library.si.edu/digital-library/book/keramicstudiov
Original Image:
Statue of Freedom, United States National Museum, c. 1903.
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Record Unit 95, Image no.
SIA_000095_B42_F20_009.
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Original Image:
Opposite, Page iii of
The Genus Rosa, Part III
1910.
https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/item/215889
Original Image:
Plate IX of
*Gothic Alphabets*
1897.
https://library.si.edu/digital-library/book/gothicalphabets00spri
Copeland steam-propelled tricycle in front of the Castle, 1888. Smithsonian Institution Archives, Acc. 11-006, Image no. MAH-5124.
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Tailleurs de Paquin, Lanvin, Dœnillet, Manteau de Paquin

Original Image:
Page 21 of
Gazette du Bon Ton, Tome II
1915.

https://library.si.edu/digital-library/book/gazetteubonton2
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